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If there is a dream, there should be a vision and ultimately
a plan to execute it all. Mr. Adam Jackson, CEO of
Alourdam Cigars, believes it, and did just that! When the
ultimate birth of Alourdam Cigars happened, on September
20th of 2014, at the ever so elegant and posh Vertigo
Lounge in Chicago IL, it ALL made sense and the hard
work, blood, sweat and “smoke” was a small price to pay
considering the overly positive feedback and love
Alourdam Cigars has received the moment it launched.
With the proper preparation and fantastic vision put
together by Mr. Adam Jackson and his team, the Launch of
Alourdam Cigars was destined to be a major success.

The CEO and team couldn’t end the afternoon with a
quick good buy after the official hours of the launch
ended. The team decided to bring the party to the famous
presidential suite at the Trump Towers of Chicago. The
eventful after party, ended with speeches, music, shots,
private mini “concert” by Chicago’s own r&b superstar
BEN 1, thank yous and tons of imaginary excitement
filled with laughter and chats into the late night. It is safe
to say, Mr. Adam Jackson and team went to sleep with a
smile on their faces.

The greatest reward is a successful launch. “I can’t really
put my joy and excitement in words right now” stated by
Mr. Adam Jackson on the red carpet of his event, and
probably how 99% of people felt being a part of history
being made on this fall day. Over 400 invited VIP guests,
filled with names and personalities, Alourdam Cigars, the
launch, was a tremendous HIT! As the spicy and aromatic
smoke travelled into the air on the elegantly decorated sky
roof, the exclusive crowd enjoyed their chats, over 500 free
cigars, drinks and back to the 60’s Hollywood theme
ambiance, created by body painted models, hostess and
GO-GO dancers. The atmosphere was so pleasant; nobody
seemed to notice that it was raining for a while.

Everybody was happy to be a part of the
official launch of Alourdam Cigars.
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Alourdam Launch Event, Chicago, IL

The greatest reward is a successful launch.
“I can’t really put my joy and excitement in words right now”
stated by Mr. Adam Jackson on the red carpet of his event, and
probably how 99% of people felt being a part of history being
made on this fall day.
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Miss Alourdam Contest & Launch
Tobacco Plus, Matteson, IL

Tobacco Celebrity, Cigar Connoisseur, owner of the world
renowned Tobacco Plus in Matteson IL, (4718 US 30,
Matteson IL, 60443 – 708-748-5227 and great friend of
Mr. Jackson, Zaid, had the honor to sell Alourdam Cigars
exclusively at Tobacco Plus for 45 days. People from all
over the city came to the famous Tobacco Lounge and
Shop to try the new cigar everybody was talking about
after the successful launch.

that Alourdam Cigars was worth the wait and showed
excitement to be part of history being made. Until today,
Tobacco Plus and Ralphs Cigar are currently the two
locations where people can taste and experience
Alourdam Cigars.

Alourdam Cigars came up with a great strategy to embrace
the ladies to possibly try and be a part of Alourdam Cigars
with a carefully planned out Miss Alourdam modeling
contest. Ladies all over the Chicago land area submitted
their most beautiful images and bio’s in, the hopes to win,
and be crowned as Miss Alourdam. Alourdam’s graphic
designer team, created a voting poll on the website, so fans,
followers, family and friends can be a part and vote for
their winner in this big contest. On November 28th 2014 at
10pm the winner was finally announced at the popular
Tobacco Plus in Matteson, with all the runners up present.
Miss Keisha Rose had the most votes and was crowned by
Mr. CEO himself with an amazing $500 cash price,
professional photo shoot, spa day, designer leather jacket
with a hand stitched Alourdam Cigars logo, a cigar of
course and her winning ribbon and flowers. The stunning
Miss Keisha Rose was excited to be crowned as she put
tons of work and emphasis towards Alourdam Cigars the
brand. She was the only one, out of all the contestants, that
had the opportunity to speak on national TV about how
amazing Alourdam Cigars is.
The TV appearance catapulted her to thousands of votes
and helped her winning number at the very end. The
crowning and celebration was a hit again and really just
another successful l event checked off the list for the Team
of Alourdam Cigars! “Having the ability to do what I love
and make it a business loved by others, is simply a blessing
words cannot describe” Adam Jackson stated at an
interview after the event.
The blessings continued as a very famous Chicago Cigar
shop requested Alourdam Cigars as sales place of this
amazing cigar. Ralph's Cigar of Chicago (1032 West Taylor
Street. Chicago IL, 60607 – 312-829-0072) made it known

Alourdam Cigars is
excited to announce
new locations in the
near future.
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Miss Alourdam Contest & Launch
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Alourdam cigars Tour
Alourdam Cigars Tour, South Beach, Miami,
Sacramento, Los Angeles & Las Vegas
The new favorite cigar, made its rounds to celebrities such
as Steve Harvey, Mike Tyson, Michael Jordan, R. Kelly
and Usher. Mr. Adam Jackson and his cigar line was
invited to be the main sponsor and Cigar vendor for NBA
superstar Alonzo Mornings Annual Golf Tournament
Weekend, named “Zo’s Hall of Fame Golf Groove” in
South Beach, Miami. The event in the south was
Alourdam Cigar's first tour stop at the end of December
of 2014.

Success is probably the wrong word to
describe what happened in South Beach
for Adam and his crew.
The love and very positive feedback from people such as
NBA Hall of Famer and Host Alonzo Mourning, Actor
Anthony Anderson, Hall of famer Lawrence Taylor, Hip
Hop Artist Jim Jones, Actress and Model Nicole Murphy,
Football legend Dan Marino, Hip Hop Sensation Lil
Wayne’s manager Cortez Bryant, NFL player Ickey
Woods, NFL Running Back Marcus Allen, NBA sensation
Jason Williams, NBA legend Julius Irwin, NBA player
Artis Gilmore, NBA player Marc McGuire, Baseball
sensation Gerry Sheffield, NBA’s Rick Hamilton, NBA
player, John Stocks, just to name a few that enjoyed the
taste of over 500 distributed Alourdam Premium Cigars,
was simply surreal and at times even overwhelming.
Alourdam Cigars enjoyed the special invitation to the Zo’s
Comedy Groove presented by Def Comedy Jam and Laff
Mobb for an exciting, laughter filled Sunday evening.
From private VIP Cigar events, VIP cigar tastings and of
course the famous Golf Tournament Groove, Mr. Jackson
and his Cigars, was the talk of the town! Miami is known
to its variety of Cigar Lounges and Tobacco Shops. To
have such a great and positive response made a business
trip very exciting and fun for the Alourdam Team.

The love was inspiring enough to extend the trip for
another day. Who would say “no” to an extra day of
love and sunshine?!
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Alourdam cigars Tour
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The year 2015 started
just like it ended with
additional tour stops
in Sacramento, Los
Angeles and Las Vegas.
An incredibly
motivating start, led
Alourdam Cigars to
business meetings with
the MGM and other
cigar interests.
Alourdam Cigars is thrilled about
what is in store in the New Year and
can’t wait to share this new favorite
Cigar with the world. If you would
like to have Alourdam Cigars to host
your next event or gathering, please
email us at info@alourdamcigars.com
and check out our website at
www.alourdamcigars.com
to place your cigar order.

“it’s not offensive, it’s a gentleman’s cigar!”
– Mr. Adam Jackson, CEO of Alourdam Cigars

